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THE EMERALD PLATFORM DELIVERS ALL THE BENEFITS
OF UNIFIED KVM TO ANY INDUSTRY
KVM technology has come a long way over the past decades,
now supporting KVM over IP and virtual machine connectivity.
Yet obstacles exist. For 4K video, IP hasn’t been an option. To
capitalize on the unique advantages of both IP and proprietary
direct-connect KVM, many organizations have had no choice
but to take a fractured approach to KVM with entirely separate
IP and proprietary networks.

BROADCASTING

MEDICAL

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER WITH
UNIFIED KVM
The Emerald Unified KVM platform ushers in a whole new day
in KVM technology—sweeping away the need for sacrificed
performance, compromised solutions and fractured networks.
Imagine one converged KVM system that delivers pixel-perfect
2K/HD or 4K/UHD video resolution over an IP network, a proprietary
direct connection or both. One that supports any combination
and number of physical and virtual desktops and servers, and
that makes user access to those resources as easy as child’s
play. And one that provides true USB emulation, letting you
connect external hard drives, Wacom® tablets and virtually any
other high-speed USB 2.0 device to your KVM network. Now
imagine that it’s all easily manageable, secure and reliable.
That’s Unified KVM with Emerald. And you don’t have to imagine
it—because it’s real, and it’s here.

A FRESH NEW CONCEPT BASED ON PROVEN
TECHNOLOGY
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While Emerald is a one-of-a-kind solution that opens up
the revolutionary new world of Unified KVM, the platform
builds upon time-tested technology evolved by Black Box
since the early 1990s. Emerald works flawlessly with these
popular Black Box KVM product families:
• DKM proprietary, direct-connect KVM system
• Freedom II KM Switch for easy switching just by
moving a mouse between screens
• InvisaPC™ for access to physical and cloud-based
virtual servers over IP
• ControlBridge™ system for one-touch, multisystem control
• The award-winning Boxilla™ KVM manager
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BLAZING A TRAIL TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE

Emerald is the first KVM platform that supports 4K video at
60 Hz over standard IP network switches and connections.
And even if you’re not quite ready for 4K, you’re still ready for
Emerald. Start with HD and add 4K at your own pace, transitioning
individual user groups you select as the need arises. For HD video,
Emerald requires a standard Gigabit Ethernet network and possibly
a 10 Gigabit aggregate switch, depending on how many endpoints
you have. For 4K video, you’ll need a standard 10 Gigabit Ethernet
network with a 100 Gigabit aggregate switch for a high number of
endpoints. For both, the network infrastructure required by Emerald
can be built with IEEE 802.3 standards-based components from
Black Box or other manufacturers. Because the Emerald KVM
platform is flexible, you’ll never have to worry about being locked
into HD, 4K or anything that comes after that.
Emerald is also the first KVM platform that supports both
IP and proprietary direct connections with the ability to deploy
IP KVM networks or proprietary KVM networks from all units.
In addition, it simplifies virtual access, making it easy for you to
use any combination of physical and virtual servers for an easy
virtualization migration path. Your Emerald KVM network may
start small, if that’s your need, but it’s infinitely scalable to meet
your growth and expansion needs just by adding endpoints, with
no additional chassis or cards required.
With Emerald, you’re always ready for the future—no matter
what form the future takes.

THE SECURITY AND RELIABILITY YOU DEMAND

Emerald helps you break through traditional KVM technology
boundaries, delivering the flexibility you need to futureproof your
network. But there’s no need for concern that all this newfound
freedom might result in compromised network security. Emerald
and Boxilla keep IT firmly in the driver’s seat.

EMERALD UNIFIED KVM ADVANTAGES
FOR YOUR NETWORK
FLEXIBILITY AND SCALABILITY TO MEET CURRENT
AND FUTURE NEEDS

• HD and 4K video transmission over standard IP network
infrastructure
• Simplified access to both physical and virtual servers—
with virtual machine support for VMware, Microsoft and
Citrix, using RDP, RemoteFX and PCoIP, among others.
• Ability to deploy IP or proprietary KVM networks
from all units
• Copper or fiber connectivity via SFP ports
• Compatibility of any network port with transmitters
or receivers
• Unlimited scalability of endpoints (non-blocking)

PERFORMANCE, CONVENIENCE AND VALUE

• Enterprise-level management with the Boxilla KVM manager
• Supports X-keys and provides the interface for control systems
such as the Black Box ControlBridge, enabling time-saving
controllable presets and multi-user settings—ideal when
you have different shifts of users in the same control room
• Ability to pool designated CPU resources, allowing for user
selection by type of server/PC/desktop rather than by
individual dedicated resource
• True USB emulation allowing for use of virtually any USB 2.0 device
• Pixel-perfect image transmission with mathematically lossless
compression—every pixel visualized at 60 fps with 10-bit
color depth
• Superior value delivered with greater capabilities than other
KVM solutions currently on the market

For example, if you’re in a broadcast environment, KVM extension
is ideal for keeping servers out of your studios and editing suites,
in a safe, clean and secure environment, where no passerby can
stick a flash drive into a USB port and copy your data. With Emerald,
you can keep your production network confined to proprietary,
direct-connection KVM if you choose, taking advantage of its
out-of-band, less-prone-to-intrusion characteristics, completely
isolated from your regular IP network for security. Yet you can
still reap all the benefits of one centralized control and management system for both proprietary and IP-based networks. Emerald
receivers have four USB-A interfaces, but even if those receivers
aren’t located in a secure area, you can enable or disable USB
ports—via the Boxilla centralized management command center.
To ensure reliability and avoid costly network downtime,
your network can be configured with redundant paths and
server endpoints for fail-safe backup. Emerald was designed
with 24/7/365 critical applications in mind, providing for network
resilience at every level, all the way up to complete switchover
from one control room to a backup control room location.
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ENGINEERED FOR KVM NETWORKS EXTENDING ACROSS A BUILDING OR AROUND THE WORLD
EMERALD KVM NETWORK SPANNING MULTIPLE BUILDINGS AND CITIES VIA IP

In this multi-city network application, regardless of whether users reside in New York or Los Angeles, their experience will
be exactly as if their keyboard, monitor and mouse were connected directly to the CPU they’re accessing. They can also use
USB 2.0 devices, such as Wacom tablets, thanks to Emerald’s true USB emulation.
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DKM TO EMERALD INTEGRATION

If you’re already using the Black Box DKM proprietary, direct-connect KVM system, you can add Emerald to unleash the power
of Unified KVM while preserving your investment in the DKM system. One click on the DKM on-screen display (OSD) provides
access to both existing DKM servers and physical and virtual servers on the Emerald system.
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BACKUP CONTROL ROOM FOR DISASTER RECOVER

With Emerald and Boxilla, you can prepare for instantaneous recovery from fire, flood, loss of power or other disasters with
one-click access to an entire backup control room in a different location. The KVM main control room configuration can be
replicated anywhere you have a network connection.

LAN

MAIN CONTROL ROOM

BACKUP CONTROL ROOM

SERVER ROOM CONNECTED VIA NETWORK.
BACKUP CAN BE CONFIGURED AS MAIN
CONTROL ROOM WITH ONE CLICK FROM
BOXILLA OR CONTROL BRIDGE

DUAL NETWORK SUPPORT FOR FAIL-SAFE OPERATION

Your 24/7 operation requires network resilience. Emerald transmitters and receivers come standard with redundant network
interfaces to provide continuous, uninterrupted operation in the event one network experiences loss of service.
FULL REDUNDANCY

AFTER NETWORK FAIL

AFTER NETWORK FAIL

FAILURE
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EMERALD COMPONENTS

Emerald-2K/-4K High-Performance KVM provides a choice of KVM over IP and Proprietary direct connect Matrix switch systems.
4K video, unlimited scalability and access to Virtual Machines from one console ensures a future-proof system. Three transmitters,
three receivers, three direct connect switches and three Ethernet switches are available.
• 4K video, 10 bit color at 60 FPS
• Access to virtual machines, RDP, PCoIP and VMware

• Choose copper or fiber connections
• Transparent USB – connect any USB device

EMERALD HD/4K TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS

EMD4000T-FRONT

ITEM

Number of
Video Heads
USB Ports
Network Connectors
Serial Console
Connectors
Audio Connectors

EMD4000T-REAR

EMD4000R-REAR

EMD4000R-FRONT

TRANSMITTERS

RECEIVERS

4K TRANSMITTER
(EMD4000T)

2K TRANSMITTER
(EMD2002T)

2K TRANSMITTER
(EMD2000T)

(1) DISPLAYPORT

(2) DVI

(1) DVI

(1) USB TYPE B

(1) USB TYPE B

(1) USB TYPE B

(1) RJ-45

(1) RJ-45

(1) RJ-45

(1) DB9

(1) DB9

4K RECEIVER
(EMD4000R)

2K RECEIVER
(EMD2002R)

2K RECEIVER
(EMD2000R)

(2) DVI

(1) DVI

(4) USB TYPE A

(4) USB TYPE A

(4) USB TYPE A

(1) RJ-45

(1) RJ-45

(1) RJ-45

(1) DB9

(1) DB9

(1) DB9

(1) DB9
(2) 3.5-MM

(1) DISPLAYPORT

(2) 3.5-MM

(2) 3.5-MM

(2) 3.5-MM

(2) 3.5-MM

(2) 3.5-MM

SFP Cages

(2)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(1)

Resolution

4096 x 2160

1920 x 1200

1920 x 1200

4096 x 2160

1920 x 1200

1920 x 1200

(1) 12-VDC, 3-A

(1) 12-VDC, 3-A

(1) 12-VDC, 3-A

(1) 12-VDC, 3-A

(1) 12-VDC, 3-A

(1) 12-VDC, 3-A

Power Connectors
Max. Power
Consumption

External desktop-style adapter, 100–240 VAC input, 12 VDC, 3 A connection to unit

EMERALD IP AND MATRIX SWITCHES
ITEM

EMS10G-28

DIRECT CONNECT SWITCHES
EMX1-48

EMX10-28

IP NETWORK SWITCHES
EMX100-32

EMS1G-48

EMS10G-28

EMS100G-32

Speed

Standard Speed

HIgh/Standard Speed

Ultra Speed

1G

10G

100G

Ports

(48) RJ-45
1.25 Gbps
standard-speed

(28) SFP+ auto-detect
1.25 or 12.5 Gbps
high-speed

(32) 12.5 Gbps
or 125 Gbps
SFP+ auto-detect
ultra-speed ports

(48) 10/100/1000BT
RJ-45 1.25 Gbps

(28) 10GbE SFP+

(32) 100 GbE
SFP+ or (128)
10GbE SFP+

(4) SFP+ 12.5 Gbps
high-speed

(2) SFP+ 125 Gbps
ultra-speed ports

—

(4) 10G SFP+
12.5 Gbps

(2) 100G SFP+ ports

—

Distance

CATx: <140 m;
Multimode: < 1 km;
Single-mode: < 10 km

CATx: <140 m;
Multimode: < 1 km;
Single-mode: < 10 km

CATx: <140 m;
Multimode: < 1 km;
Single-mode: < 10 km

—

—

—

Latency

< 5 µs

< 1 µs

< 1 µs

—

—

—

(2) 1 Gbps Ethernet

(2) 1G/10G Ethernet

(2) 1G/10G Ethernet

—

—

—

Non-Blocking

Non-Blocking

Non-Blocking

260 Gbps FD

960 Gbps

6.4 Tbps
136 K

Cascade Ports

Network Ports
Capacity
MAC Addresses

—

—

—

Up to 80 K

160 K

CPU Memory

—

—

—

2 GB

4 GB

8 GB

Buffer

—

—

—

4 MB

12 MB

16 MB

1.71"H (1 RU) x
17.09"W x 12.6" D
(4.4 x 43.4 x 32 cm)

1.75"H (1 RU) x
17"W x 18" D
(4.4 x 43.1 x 45.7 cm)

1.75"H (1 RU) x
17.08"W x 18.11” D
(4.4 x 43.4 x 46 cm)

1.71"H (1 RU) x
17.09"W x 12.6" D
(4.4 x 43.4 x 32 cm)

1.75"H (1 RU) x
17"W x 18" D
(4.4 x 43.1 x 45.7 cm)

1.75"H (1 RU) x
17.08"W x 18.11" D
(4.4 x 43.4 x 46 cm)

88 W

292 W

608 W

87 W

290 W

605 W

90–264 VAC,
50/60 Hz

100–240 VAC,
50/60 Hz

100–240 VAC,
50/60 Hz

90–264 VAC,
50/60 Hz

100–240 VAC,
50/60 Hz

100–240 VAC,
50/60 Hz

Dimensions

Max Power
Consumption
Power Input
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COMPATIBLE SFPS
DESCRIPTION

PART #

SFP+ 10-Gb, Extended Diagnostics, 850-nm Multimode Fiber, 300-m, LC

LSP421

SFP+ 10GBASE-SR,1310-nm Single-Mode Fiber, 10 km

LSP422

Note: Black Box switches will also support generic SFP+ Fiber and Copper modules.

ITEM

PART #

EMERALD-2K/-4K HIGH-PERFORMANCE KVM

ITEM

PART #

Direct Connect Switches

4K Single-Head Extender

48-Port, Standard Speed Matrix

EMX1-48

Transmitter

EMD4000T

28-Port, High Speed Matrix

EMX10-28

Receiver

EMD4000R

32-Port, Ultra Speed Matrix Switch

EMX100-32

Ethernet Switches

2K Dual-Head Extender
Transmitter

EMD2002T

1G 48-Port

EMS1G-48

Receiver

EMD2002R

10G 28-Port

EMS10G-28

100G 32-Port

EMS100G-32

2K Single-Head Extender
Transmitter

EMD2000T

Receiver

EMD2000R

WHY DO I NEED TO SUPPORT 4K/UHD VIDEO OVER IP?

4K video over IP is the future. Even if you don’t need it now, you will
eventually. With support for both HD and 4K over IP, Emerald makes
your migration painless, enabling you to scale access infinitely and
gradually, as needed—across buildings, campuses and the wide area
network, using your existing network infrastructure—with switching
between sources at speeds of less than one-half second.

WHY DO I NEED VIRTUALIZATION?

Virtualization appeals to most businesses because of lower overhead and hardware costs. Virtual machines are more economical
than traditional servers, capturing the attention of organizations
looking to reduce IT expenses. Virtualization is the future—replacing
physical servers with a centralized system management platform
improves performance, availability and scalability. Without the need
to install and manage multiple servers, businesses can reduce
time-consuming processes and total operation costs. Virtualization
also consolidates data by housing workloads from multiple servers
in one location.
Another leading benefit of virtualization is easier management.
Companies seeking ways to improve workflow and decrease
downtime will find them through a virtualized system. For example,
you can upgrade this type of system with more application
resources without having to halt operations. While physical
servers are nearly impossible to upgrade without downtime,
virtual machines give you the flexibility to scale up and down
at your convenience.

WHY SHOULD I USE EMERALD INSTEAD OF REMOTE
DESKTOP SOFTWARE?

Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) and Virtual Network Computing
(VNC) are two popular examples of remote desktop software
solutions designed to provide remote computer access. They do
offer benefits, mainly no cost to acquire, no hardware to install,
no cables to connect and no power supply needed. They also have
downsides, however. Remote desktop software must be installed on

1.877.877.2269

Management Device
Boxilla™ Enterprise Level KVM and AV/IT Manager

BXAMGR

each computer that needs to be accessed. It requires a compatible
operating system and production network to run, and it will compete
for system resources—potentially impacting your productivity.
Additionally, remote desktop software lacks BIOS-level access.
If your server’s operating system or network is down, you will
lose access, and ability to troubleshoot and boot remotely.
Other downsides include loss of video quality, lag in performance
security vulnerability, slow switching speed, lack of support
for multiple computers and no redundancy.
Physical, hardware-based KVM extenders, such as the Black Box
Emerald, do involve initial equipment costs; however, these costs
can be quickly offset in added efficiency, reliability and security.
The Emerald Platform solution supports both physical and virtual
servers, providing a migration path for organizations to move toward
virtualization. Each KVM extender combined with a KVM switch
can support hundreds of servers and be configured through a
centralized network management solution, such as Boxilla. KVM
switches and extenders are compatible with any operating system
and are suitable for high-bandwidth applications. Because KVM
switches and extenders don’t require any additional software or
drivers, there is no loss of resources and productivity due to
competition between applications. KVM-over-IP technology offers
BIOS-level access, so you can boot and troubleshoot remotely.
With KVM extension and switching solutions, you achieve enhanced
performance in terms of speed, video quality and ability to control
multiple screens. From a security standpoint, a KVM solution does
not use a production network and it operates independently of
a computer’s operating system, resulting in a smaller security
risk. Even the latest KVM-over-IP solutions work out of band,
minimizing the risk of a potential security breach. Furthermore,
the communication between a server/PC and a user station is
encrypted for additional security.
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WHY BLACK BOX?

EXPERTISE

FINANCIAL STRENGTH

Black Box project engineers can assist with system
assessment, design, deployment and training.

Over $1 billion in annual revenue; publicly traded (BBOX).

BREADTH

Providing leading technology solutions since 1976, Black Box
helps more than 175,000 customers in 150 countries build,
manage, optimize and secure IT infrastructures.

Black Box offers the most comprehensive suite
of engineered KVM solutions in the industry.

SUPPORT

EXPERIENCE

CENTER OF EXCELLENCE

Reflecting our commitment to complete satisfaction, our
dedicated team of highly trained support technicians is
available by phone free of charge, 24 hours a day, every
day of the year.

Black Box offers a Center of Excellence featuring professional
services and support agreements that help optimize customers’
systems and maximize uptime.

WARRANTIES

Our Service Level Agreements give customers access to
technical support, product training, dedicated application
engineers and more.

Multi-Year warranties with multi-year extensions
and replacement options are available.

1.877.877.2269

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS

BLACKBOX.COM/EMERALD

